
Millennius – Energy Medicine for the New Millennium 

Resonant Energy Medicine is a reemerging field in the Complementary and Alternative 

Medicine (CAM) related healthcare field and is gaining recognition for its safety and 

effectiveness in addressing multiple conditions, including those considered intractable 

(untreatable). Vibrational resonant frequencies have been used throughout history for comfort 

and healing. Electricity has been added to these ancient forms of healing since the discoveries 

of the Italian anatomist Galvani more than 200 years ago.  

Resonant Energy and frequency based therapies were introduced by Nikola Tesla in the 

1880s.  They quickly became a standard in medical treatment in the United States until the 

early part of the 1940’s.  Energy Medicine continued to be used in many other parts of the 

world and is still a standard of treatment outside the US.  The invention of solid-state 

semiconductors ushered in the birth of bioelectronics starting in 1960 with the implantable 

cardiac pacemaker.  This has created a paradigm shift within both the medical and health 

sciences fields summarized best by Dr. Robert O. Becker, one of the premier physicians and 

authors studying energy medicine in the past century. In 2004 he wrote: “We are now in the 

process of revising the past century’s biochemical concept, under which all major life 

processes are chemical in nature, to one that proposes that such processes are electromagnetic 

in nature.” Stephen Hawking noted in A Brief History of Time, “the universal force of 

electromagnetism controls all biological response”. NuTesla is continuing the resonant energy 

medicine work of Nikola Tesla and other pioneers in this field.   

NuTesla is a US corporation founded on the principles of further bioelectronics and 

Energy Medicine as standards of medical practice. NuTesla is the developer and manufacturer 

of Resonant Energy Medicine instruments known as Millennius, which received is first US 

Patent in December of 2014.  Millennius is to 

pharmaceuticals as Einstein’s theory of relativity 

is to Newtonian physics; a completely new way 

of viewing the body as a system of complex and 

interrelated frequency based informational 

energies.  Rising healthcare costs, increasing 

iatrogenic (medical mistake) deaths and concerns 

over the safety of pharmaceuticals, coupled with 

increased access to online medical information 

and an aging population with access to CAM 

healthcare options is encouraging individuals to 

take control of his or her health and wellbeing in 

unprecedented numbers. NuTesla is poised to 

leverage this transition with scientifically 

provable and patented products. The Professional 

Millennius shown here is intended for use by 

healthcare professionals. A consumer version is 

also available for Over-The-Counter (OTC) use 

without a prescription. 



How is Millennius Used? 

The Millennius instrument has two frequency transponder contacts which are placed on 

various areas of the body to stimulate the flow of the informational energies present within us. 

The brain sends electrical impulses to control our muscles and nerve endings send electrical 

signals back to the brain in response to sensory stimulus. When an injury occurs the brain 

attempts to repair the damage. If it is unsuccessful the brain stops expending energy on the 

repair and stops responding to signals from the injury. This is similar for any disease and even 

emotional injuries. Our brain will attempt to repair the damage, but after a while returns to 

maintaining the health and growth of the rest of the body. Millennius’ NuTherapy awakens 

the brain to restart the body’s own healing process. Unlike traditional Electrical Stimulus 

devices (E-Stim) that simply pulse on and off, Millennius uses a broad spectrum of naturally 

healthy frequencies to clear informational pathways and restart the healing process. 

What is a typical Millennius NuTherapy session? 

Each Millennius NuTherapy session is unique. There are three basic methods to apply 

frequency stimulation to the body. First is the Guided mode where the frequency contacts are 

usually placed on the balls of your feet while reclining or lying on your back. The practitioner 

then guides you though each frequency and its purpose. Next there is the Assisted mode 

where the frequency contacts are placed on two areas of the body and the practitioner, usually 

a bodyworker, then 

massages the affected 

area assisted by the 

frequency stimulation of 

Millennius. In the 

Therapist mode shown 

here frequency contacts 

are placed on your feet 

and another is placed on 

the therapist’s foot and 

the frequency energy is 

delivered to your body 

wherever the therapist 

touches you. In all 

modes the level of the 

energy is adjusted to be comfortable, yet effective. 

James D. Honeycutt, PhD invented Millennius using his background in homeopathy, 

electrical engineering, computer science and bio-technology. Millennius blends naturally 

derived frequencies with electromagnetic energies to deliver Bio-Pulse Feedback in an 

Ultradian format of Rife and other healthy resonant frequencies using patented scalar waves. 

Millennius is the latest NuTesla Instrument delivering Bio-Pulses using micro-currents 

through direct contact with the skin. Its precise frequencies stimulate the body opening energy 

pathways and discarding harmful informational patterns, thus allowing new healthy processes 

to restart your own natural healing. 
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